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ABSTRACT

We present constraints on the dark energy equation-of-state parameter, w ¼ P/(�c2), using 60 SNe Ia from the
ESSENCE supernova survey. We derive a set of constraints on the nature of the dark energy assuming a flat
universe. By including constraints on (�M, w) from baryon acoustic oscillations, we obtain a value for a static
equation-of-state parameter w ¼ �1:05þ0:13

�0:12
(stat 1 �) � 0:13 (sys) and �M ¼ 0:274þ0:033

�0:020 (stat 1 �) with a best-
fit �2/dof of 0.96. These results are consistent with those reported by the Supernova Legacy Survey from the first
year of a similar program measuring supernova distances and redshifts. We evaluate sources of systematic error
that afflict supernova observations and present Monte Carlo simulations that explore these effects. Currently, the
largest systematic with the potential to affect our measurements is the treatment of extinction due to dust in the
supernova host galaxies. Combining our set of ESSENCE SNe Ia with the first-results Supernova Legacy Survey
SNe Ia, we obtain a joint constraint of w ¼ �1:07þ0:09

�0:09 (stat 1 �) � 0:13 (sys), �M ¼ 0:267þ0:028
�0:018 (stat 1 �) with

a best-fit �2/dof of 0.91. The current global SN Ia data alone rule out empty (�M ¼ 0), matter-only �M ¼ 0:3, and
�M ¼ 1 universes at >4.5 �. The current SN Ia data are fully consistent with a cosmological constant.

Subject headings: cosmological parameters — cosmology: observations — supernovae: general

Online material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION: SUPERNOVAE AND COSMOLOGY

We report on the analysis of 60 Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia)
discovered in the course of the ESSENCE program (Equation
of State: SupErNovae trace Cosmic Expansion; an NOAO Sur-
vey Program) from 2002 through 2005. The aim of ESSENCE
is to measure the history of cosmic expansion over the past
5 billion years with sufficient precision to distinguish whether
the dark energy is different from a cosmological constant at the
�w ¼ �0:1 level. Here we present our first results and show
that we are well on our way toward that goal. Our present data
are fully consistent with a w ¼ �1, flat universe, and our un-
certainty inw, the parameter that describes the cosmic equation

of state, analyzed in the way we outline here, will shrink below
0.1 for models of constant w as the ESSENCE program is com-
pleted. Other approaches to using the luminosity distances have
been suggested to constrain possible cosmological models. We
here provide the ESSENCE observations in a convenient form
suitable for testing a variety of models.21

As reported in a companion paper (Miknaitis et al. 2007),
ESSENCE is based on a supernova search carried out with the
4 m Blanco Telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Ob-
servatory (CTIO) with the prime-focus MOSAIC II 64 Mega-
pixel CCD camera. Our search produces densely sampled R-band
and I-band light curves for supernovae in our fields. As described
by Miknaitis et al. (2007), we optimized the search to provide
the best constraints on w, given fixed observing time and the
properties of both the MOSAIC II camera and the CTIO 4 m
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telescope. Spectra from a variety of large telescopes, including
Keck, VLT, Gemini, and Magellan, allow us to determine super-
nova types and redshifts. We have paid particular attention to
the central problems of calibration and systematic errors that,
on completion of the survey in 2008, will be more important to
the final precision of our cosmological inferences than statistical
sampling errors for about 200 objects.

This first cosmological report from the ESSENCE survey de-
rives some properties of dark energy from the sample presently
in hand, which is still small enough that the statistics of the sam-
ple size make a noticeable contribution to the uncertainty in dark
energy properties. But our goal is to set out the systematic uncer-
tainties in a clear way so that these are exposed to view and so
that we can concentrate our efforts where they will have the most
significant effect. To infer luminosity distances to the ESSENCE
supernovae over the redshift interval 0.15Y0.70, we employ the
relations developed for SNe Ia at low redshift (Jha et al. 2007 and
references therein) among their light-curve shapes, colors, and
intrinsic luminosities. The expansion history from z � 0:7 to the
present provides leverage to constrain the equation-of-state pa-
rameter for the dark energy as described below.

In x 1 we sketch the context of the ESSENCE program. In x 2
we show from a set of simulated light curves that this particular
implementation of light-curve analysis is consistent, with the
same cosmology emerging from the analysis as was used to con-
struct the samples, and that the statistical uncertainty we ascribe
to the inference of the dark energy properties is also correctly
measured. This modeling of our analysis chain gives us confi-
dence that the analysis of the actual data set is reliable and its
uncertainty is correctly estimated. Section 3 delineates the sys-
tematic errors we confront, estimates their present size, and indi-
cates some areas where improvement can be achieved. Section 4
describes the sample and provides the estimates of dark energy
properties using the ESSENCE sample. The conclusions of this
work are given in x 5.

1.1. Context

Supernovae have been central to cosmological measurements
from the very beginning of observational cosmology. Shapley
(1919) employed supernovae against the ‘‘island universe’’ hypoth-
esis, arguing that objects such as SN 1885A in the Andromeda
Nebula would haveM ¼ �16 mag, which was ‘‘out of the ques-
tion.’’ Edwin Hubble noted ‘‘a mysterious class of exceptional
novae which attain luminosities that are respectable fractions
of the total luminosities of the systems in which they appear’’
(Hubble 1929). These extrabright novae were dubbed ‘‘super-
novae’’ by Baade & Zwicky (1934). Minkowski (1941) divided
them into two classes based on their spectra: Type I supernovae
(SNe I) have no hydrogen lines, while Type II supernovae (SNe II)
show H� and other hydrogen lines.

The high luminosity and observed homogeneity of the first
handful of SN I light curves promptedWilson (1939) to suggest
that they be employed for fundamental cosmological measure-
ments, starting with time dilation of their characteristic rise and
fall to distinguish true cosmic expansion from ‘‘tired light.’’ After
the SN Ib and SN Ic subclasses were separated from the SNe Ia
(for a review see Filippenko 1997), this line of investigation has
grown more fruitful as techniques of photometry have improved
and as the redshift range over which supernovae have been well
observed and confirmed to have standard light-curve shapes and
luminosities has increased (Rust 1974; Leibundgut et al. 1996;
Riess et al. 1997, 2004; Goldhaber et al. 2001; Foley et al. 2005;
Hook et al. 2005; Conley et al. 2006; Blondin et al. 2006). Within
the uncertainties, the results agree with the predictions of cosmic

expansion and provide a fundamental test that the underlying as-
sumption of an expanding universe is correct.

Evidence for the homogeneity of SNe Ia comes from their
small scatter in the Hubble diagram. Kowal (1968) compiled
data for the first well-populated Hubble diagram of SNe I. The
1 � scatter about the Hubble law was 0.6 mag, but Kowal pre-
sciently speculated that distances to individual supernovaemight
eventually be known to 5%Y10% and suggested that ‘‘[i]t may
even be possible to determine the second-order term in the redshift-
magnitude relation when light curves become available for very
distant supernovae.’’

Precise distances to SNe Ia enable tests for the linearity of
the Hubble law and provide evidence for local deviations from
the local Hubble flow, attributed to density inhomogeneities in the
local universe (Riess et al. 1995, 1997; Zehavi et al. 1998;
Bonacic et al. 2000; Radburn-Smith et al. 2004; Jha et al. 2007).
While SN Ia cosmology is not dependent on the value ofH0, it is
sensitive to deviations from a homogeneous Hubble flow, and
these regional velocity fields may limit our ability to estimate
properties of dark energy, as emphasized by Hui &Greene (2006)
and Cooray & Caldwell (2006). Whether the best strategy is to
map the velocity inhomogeneities thoroughly or to skip over
them by using a more distant low-redshift sample remains to be
demonstrated.We have used a lower limit of redshift z > 0:015
in constructing our sample of SNe Ia.

The utility of SNe Ia as distance indicators results from the
demonstration that the intrinsic brightness of each SN Ia is closely
connected to the shape of its light curve. As the sample of well-
observed SNe Ia grew, some distinctly bright and faint objects
were found. For example, SN 1991T (Filippenko et al. 1992b;
Phillips et al. 1992) and SN 1991bg (Filippenko et al. 1992a;
Leibundgut et al. 1993) were of different luminosity, and their
light curves were not the same either. The possible correlation
of the shapes of supernova light curves with their luminosities
had been explored by Pskovskii (1977). More homogeneous
photometry from CCD detectors, more extreme examples from
larger samples, and more reliable distance estimators enabled
Phillips (1993) to establish the empirical relation between light-
curve shapes and supernova luminosities. The Calán-Tololo
sample (Hamuy et al. 1996) and the CfA sample (Riess et al.
1999; Jha et al. 2006b) of SNe Ia have been used to improve the
methods for using supernova light curves to measure supernova
distances. Many variations on Phillips’s idea have been devel-
oped, including�m15 (Phillips et al. 1999), MLCS (Riess et al.
1996; Jha et al. 2007), DM15 (Prieto et al. 2006), stretch
(Goldhaber et al. 2001), CMAGIC (Wang et al. 2003), and
SALT (Guy et al. 2005, 2007).

These methods are capable of achieving the 10% precision
for supernova distances that Kowal (1968) foresaw 40 years
ago. In the ESSENCE analysis, we have used a version of the
Jha et al. (2007) method called MLCS2k2. We have compared
it with the results of the Spectral Adaptive Lightcurve Tem-
plate (SALT; Guy et al. 2005) light-curve fitter used by the SNLS
(Astier et al. 2006, hereafter A06). This comparison provides a
test: if the two approaches do not agree when applied to the same
data, they cannot both be correct. As shown in x 2, SALTand this
version of MLCS2k2, with our preferred extinction prior, are in
excellent accord when applied to the same data. While gratify-
ing, this agreement does not prove that they are both correct.
Moreover, as described in x 4, the cosmological results depend
somewhat on the assumptions about SN host galaxy extinction
that are employed. This has been an ongoing problem in su-
pernova cosmology. The work of Lira (1995) demonstrated the
empirical fact that although SNe Ia have a range of colors at
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maximum light, they appear to reach the same intrinsic color
about 30Y90 days past maximum light, independent of light-
curve shape.

Riess et al. (1996) used dereddened SN Ia data to show that
intrinsic color differences exist near maximum light, with fainter
SNe Ia appearing redder than brighter objects, and then used this
information to construct an absorption-freeHubble diagram.Given
a good set of observations in several bands, the reddening for
individual supernovae can then be determined and the general
relations between supernova luminosity and the light-curve shapes
in many bands can be established (Hamuy et al. 1996; Riess et al.
1999; Phillips et al. 1999). The initial detections of cosmic accel-
eration employed either these individual absorption corrections
(Riess et al. 1998) or a full-sample statistical absorption cor-
rection (Perlmutter et al. 1999). Finding the best approach to this
problem, whether by shifting observations to the infrared, limit-
ing the sample to low-extinction cases, or making other restric-
tive cuts on the data, is an important area for future work. Some
ways to explore this issue are sketched in x 4.

Kowal (1968) recognized that second-order terms in cosmic
expansion might be measured with supernovae once the preci-
sion and redshift range grew sufficiently large. More direct ap-
proaches with theHubble Space Telescope (HST ) were imagined
by Colgate (1979) and Tammann (1979). Tammann anticipated
that HST photometry of SNe Ia at z � 0:5 would lead to a direct
determination of cosmic deceleration and that the time dilation of
SN Ia light curves would be a fundamental test of the expansion
hypothesis. Early attempts at high-redshift supernova detection
were undertaken by a Danish group in 1986Y1988 through the
European Southern Observatory (ESO) 1.5 m telescope at La
Silla Observatory. Their cyclic CCD imaging of the search fields
used image registration, convolution and subtraction, and real-
time data analysis (Hansen et al. 1987). Alas, the rate of SNe Ia
in their fields was lower than they had anticipated, and only one
SN Ia, SN 1988U, was discovered and monitored in 2 years of
effort (Hansen et al. 1987; Norgaard-Nielsen et al. 1989). More
effective searches by the Lawrence Berkeley National Labora-
tory (LBNL) group exploiting larger CCD detectors and sophis-
ticated detection software showed that this approach could be
made practical and be used to find significant numbers of high-
redshift SNe Ia (Perlmutter et al. 1995).

By 1995, two groups, the LBNL-based SupernovaCosmology
Project (SCP) and the High-Z Supernova Search Team (HZT;
Schmidt et al. 1998), were working in this field. The first SN Ia
cosmology results using seven high-redshift SNe Ia (Perlmutter
et al. 1997) found a universe consistent with �M ¼ 1, but sub-
sequent work by the SCP (Perlmutter et al. 1998) and by theHZT
(Garnavich et al. 1998) revised this initial finding to favor a lower
value of �M. At the 1998 January meeting of the American As-
tronomical Society both teams reported that the SN Ia results
favored a universe that would expand without limit, but at that
time neither team claimed that the universe was accelerating. The
subsequent publication of stronger results based on larger sam-
ples by the HZT (Riess et al. 1998) and by the SCP (Perlmutter
et al. 1999) provided a surprise. The supernova data showed that
SNe Ia at z � 0:5 were about 0.2 mag dimmer than expected in
an open universe and pointed firmly at an accelerating universe
(for first-hand accounts, see Overbye 1999, p. 426; Riess 2000;
Filippenko 2001; Kirshner 2002; Perlmutter 2003; reviews are
given by, e.g., Leibundgut 2001; Filippenko 2004, 2005b).

The supernova route to cosmological understanding contin-
ues to improve. One source of uncertainty has been the small
sample of very well observed low-redshift supernovae (Hamuy
et al. 1996; Riess et al. 1999). The most recent contribution is the

summary of CfA data obtained in 1997Y2001 (Jha et al. 2006b),
but significantly enhanced samples from the CfA (Hicken et al.
2006), the Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT; Li
et al. 2000; Filippenko et al. 2001; Filippenko 2005a), the
Carnegie SN Program (Hamuy et al. 2006), the Nearby Super-
nova Factory (Wood-Vasey et al. 2004; Copin et al. 2006), and
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey II Supernova Survey (SDSS-II;
Frieman et al. 2004; Dilday et al. 2005) are forthcoming. As the
low-z sample approaches 200 objects, the size of the sample will
cease to be a source of statistical uncertainty for the determina-
tion of cosmological parameters. As described in x 3, systematic
errors of calibration and K-correction will ultimately impose the
limits to understanding dark energy’s properties, and we are ac-
tively working to improve these areas (Stubbs & Tonry 2006).
Some of the potential sources of systematic error in the high-z

sample have been examined. The fundamental assumption is that
distant SNe Ia can be analyzed using the methods developed for
the low-z sample. Since nearby samples show that the SNe Ia
in elliptical galaxies have a different distribution in luminosity
than the SNe Ia in spirals (Hamuy et al. 2000; Howell 2001;
Gallagher et al. 2005; Neill et al. 2006; Sullivan et al. 2006b),
morphological classification of the distant sample may provide
some useful clues to help improve the cosmological inferences
(Williams et al. 2003). For example, Sullivan et al. (2003) showed
that restricting the SCP sample to SNe Ia in elliptical galaxies gave
identical cosmological results to the complete sample, which is
principally in spiral galaxies. The possibility of gray dust raised
by Aguirre (1999a, 1999b) was examined by Riess et al. (2000)
and Nobili et al. (2005) through infrared observations of high-z
supernovae and was put to rest by the very high redshift observa-
tions of Riess et al. (2004, 2007). Improvedmethods for handling
the vexing problems of absorption by dust have been developed
by Knop et al. (2003) and Jha et al. (2007). These questions are
described in more detail in x 3.3.
The question of whether distant supernovae have spectra that

are the same as those of nearby supernovae has been investi-
gated by Coil et al. (2000), Lidman et al. (2005), Matheson et al.
(2005), Hook et al. (2005), Howell et al. (2005), and Blondin
et al. (2006). Foley et al. (2005) then confirmed that spectra of
distant SNe Ia evolve over the lifetime of the SN Ia in the same
way as those of nearby SNe Ia. In all cases, the evidence points
toward nearby SNe Ia behaving in the same way as distant ones,
bolstering confidence in the initial results. This observed consis-
tency does not mean that the samples are identical, only that the
variations between the nearby and distant samples are success-
fully accounted for by the methods currently in hand. We do not
know whether this will continue to be the case as future inves-
tigations press for more stringent limits on cosmological param-
eters (Albrecht et al. 2006).
The highest redshift SN Ia data (Riess et al. 2004, 2007) show

the qualitative signature expected from amixed dark energy/dark
matter cosmology. Specifically, they show that cosmic decelera-
tion due to dark matter preceded the current era of cosmic accel-
eration produced by dark energy. The sign of the observed effect
on supernova apparent magnitudes reverses: SNe Ia at z � 0:5
appear 0.2 mag dimmer than expected in a coasting cosmology,
but the very distant supernovae whose light comes from z > 1
appear brighter than they would in that cosmology. By itself, this
turnover is a very encouraging sign that supernova cosmology
does not founder on gray dust or even on a simple evolution of
supernova properties with cosmic epoch. As part of this analysis,
Riess et al. (2004) constructed the ‘‘gold’’ sample of high-z and
low-z supernovae whose observations met reasonable criteria for
inclusion in an analysis of all of the published light curves and
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spectra using a uniform method of deriving distances from the
light curves.

The analysis of the gold sample provided an estimate of the
time derivative of the equation-of-state parameter, w, for dark
energy. These observations are very important conceptually
because the simplest fact about the cosmological constant as
a candidate for dark energy is that it should be constant with
redshift (i.e., w0 ¼ dw/dz ¼ 0). The observations are consis-
tent with a constant dark energy over the redshift range out to
z � 1:6. Other forms of dark energy might satisfy the observed
constraints, but this observational test is one that the cosmo-
logical constant could have failed. The next definitive advance
in our understanding of w came from the SNLS analysis of
71 SNe Ia, which constrained constant models of w to w ¼
�1:023 � 0:09 (stat) � 0:054 (sys) and was consistent with a
flat universe dominated by a cosmological constant (A06).

In the analysis of the ESSENCE data presented in x 4, we use
the supernova data to constrain the properties of w, as first car-
ried out by White (1998) and Garnavich et al. (1998). This pa-
rameterization of dark energy by w is not the only possible
approach. Amore detailed approach is to compare the observa-
tional data to a specific model and, for example, try to recon-
struct the dark energy scalar field potential (see, e.g., Li et al.
2007). A more agnostic view is that we are simply measuring
the expansion history of the universe, and a kinematic descrip-
tion of that history in terms of expansion rate, acceleration, and
jerk (Riess et al. 2004, 2007; Rapetti et al. 2007) covers the facts
without assuming anything about the nature of dark energy.

The ESSENCE project was conceived to tighten the con-
straints on dark energy at z � 0:5 to reveal any discrepancy
between the observations and the leading candidate for dark en-
ergy, the cosmological constant. A simple way to express this is
that we aim for a 10% uncertainty in the value ofw. This program
is similar to the approach of the SNLS being carried out at the
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, and we compare our methods
and results to theirs (Guy et al. 2005; A06) at several points in the
analysis below.

The SNLS has taken the admirable step of publishing their
light curves online and making the code of their light-curve
fitting program, SALT, available for public inspection and use.22

Making the light curves public, as was done for the results of the
HZT and its successors (Riess et al. 1998; Tonry et al. 2003;
Barris et al. 2004; Krisciunas et al. 2005; Clocchiatti et al. 2006),
by Knop et al. (2003), by Riess et al. (2004, 2007) for the very
high redshiftHST supernova program, and for the low-z data of
Hamuy et al. (1996), Riess et al. (1999), and Jha et al. (2006b),
provides the opportunity for others to perform their own analysis
of the results. In addition to exploring a variety of approaches to
analyzing our own SN Ia observations, in x 4 we show the first
joint constraints from ESSENCE and the first year of SNLS, as
well as some joint constraints derived from combining these with
the Riess et al. (2004) gold sample.

2. LUMINOSITY DISTANCE DETERMINATION

The physical quantities of interest in our cosmological mea-
surements are the redshifts and distances to a set of spacetime
points in the universe. The redshifts come from spectra and the
luminosity distances, DL, come from the observed flux of the
supernova combinedwith our understanding of SN Ia light curves
from nearby objects.

Extracting a luminosity distance to a supernova from obser-
vations of its light curve necessitates a number of assumptions.

We use the observations of nearby SNe Ia to establish the re-
lations between color, light-curve shape in multiple bands, and
peak luminosity. These nearby observations attain high signal-
to-noise ratios (S/Ns), and the nearby objects can be observed in
more passbands (including infrared) than faint, distant objects.
We assume that the resulting method of converting light curves
to luminosity distances applies at all redshifts. The observed
spectral uniformity of supernovae over a range of redshift (Coil
et al. 2000; Lidman et al. 2005; Hook et al. 2005; Blondin et al.
2006) supports this approach. We assume that RV , the ratio of
extinction in the V band to the color excess E(B� V ), is inde-
pendent of redshift. In x 3.3 we test the potential systematic effect
of departures from this assumption. We adopt an astrophysically
sensible prior distribution of host galaxy extinction properties,
with a redshift dependence that is derived from the simulations
we present below.

Our approach is to conduct comprehensive simulations of the
ESSENCE data and analysis. As described by Miknaitis et al.
(2007), we use this same approach to explore our photometric
performance. For the aspects of our analysis that are ‘‘down-
stream’’ of the light-curve generation, we generate sets of syn-
thetic light curves and subject them to our analysis pipeline. In
this way we can test the performance of our distance-fitting tools,
and by exaggerating various systematic errors (zero-point offsets,
etc.), we can assess the impact of these effects on our determi-
nation of w.

2.1. Extracting Luminosity Distances from Light Curves:
Distance Fitters

We use the MLCS2k2 method of Jha et al. (2007) as the pri-
mary tool to derive relative luminosity distances to our SNe Ia.
For comparison, we also provide the results obtained using the
SALT fitter of Guy et al. (2005) on the ESSENCE light curves.
SALTwas used in the recent cosmological results paper from the
SNLS (A06). We provide a consistent and comprehensive set of
distances obtained to nearby, ESSENCE, and SNLS supernovae
for each luminosity distance fitting technique. The ESSENCE
light curves used in this analysis were presented by Miknaitis
et al. (2007), and we provide them online, together with our set
of previously published light curves for nearby SNe Ia, for the
convenience of those interested (see footnote 21). Additional
SN Ia light-curve fitting methods will be further explored in
future ESSENCE analyses. Understanding the behavior of our
distance determination method is critical to our goal of quan-
tifying the uncertainties of our analysis chain.

MLCS2k2 and SALT, as well as the light-curve ‘‘stretch’’
approach used by Perlmutter et al. (1997, 1999), Goldhaber
et al. (2001), and Knop et al. (2003), exploit the fact that the
rate of decline, the color, and the intrinsic luminosity of SNe Ia
are correlated. At present we treat SNe Ia as a single-parameter
family, and the distance-fitting techniques use multicolor light
curves to deduce a luminosity distance and host galaxy redden-
ing for each supernova. Previous papers have shown that the
different techniques produce relative luminosity distances that
scatter by �0.10 mag for an individual SN Ia (e.g., Tonry et al.
2003), but this scatter is uncorrelated with redshift. Consequently,
the cosmological results are insensitive to the distance fitting tech-
nique. However, as described by Miknaitis et al. (2007), the mea-
surement of the equation-of-state parameter hinges on subtle
distortions in the Hubble diagram, so we have undertaken a com-
prehensive set of simulations to understand potential biases intro-
duced byMLCS2k2. Based on simulations of 10,000 light curves
that explored the data quality range spanned by the nearby and
ESSENCE light curves, we developed a set of quality thresholds22 See http://snls.in2p3.fr /conf /release/.
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to require for including SNe Ia in our cosmological analysis.
These ‘‘cuts’’ are summarized in Table 1. The fit quality require-
ments derived from fitting these simulated light curves with the
SALT fitter are summarized in Table 2.

The MLCS2k2 approach (Riess et al. 1996, 1998; Jha et al.
2007) to determining luminosity distances uses well-observed
nearby SNe Ia to establish a set of light-curve templates in mul-
tiple passbands. The parameters � (roughly equivalent to the
variation in peak visual luminosity, this parameter character-
izes intrinsic color, rate of decline, and peak brightness), AV

(the V-band extinction of the supernova light in its host galaxy),
and � (the distance modulus) are then determined by fitting
each multiband set of distant supernova light curves to redshifted
versions of these templates. Jha et al. (2007) present results from
MLCS2k2 based on nearby SNe Ia. Here we have modified
MLCS2k2 for application to both high- and low-redshift SNe Ia.
We begin with a rest-frame model of the SN Ia in its host galaxy
and then propagate the model light curves through the host gal-
axy extinction, K-correction, and Milky Way extinction to the
detector, incorporating the measured passband response (in-
cluding the atmosphere for ground-based observations). We then
fit this model directly to the natural-system observations. This
forward-modeling approach has particular advantages in appli-
cation to the more sparsely sampled (in color and time) data
typical of high-redshift SN searches.

The SALT method of Guy et al. (2005), which was used for
the SNLS first-results analysis of A06, constructs a fiducial SN Ia
template using combined spectral and photometric information,
then transforms this template into the rest frame of the SN Ia, and
finally calculates a flux, stretch, and generalized color. The color
parameter in SALT is notable in that it includes both the intrinsic
variation in SN Ia color and the extinction from dust in the host
galaxy within a single parameter (in contrast, MLCS2k2 attempts
to separate these components of the observed colors for each super-
nova). While the reddening vector (attenuation vs. color excess)
is similar to the SN Ia color versus absolute magnitude relation,
the two sources of correlated color and luminosity variation are
not identical.

The stretch and color parameters of SALTwere used by A06
to estimate luminosity distances bymarginalizing over the stretch-
luminosity and color-luminosity relationships during the cosmo-
logical fit for the full SN Ia sample. Given that the SALT color
parameter conflates the two physically distinct phenomena of
host galaxy extinction and SN Ia color variation, it is remarkable
and perhaps a source of deep insight that this treatment works
as well as it does. Because of both survey selection effects and
possible demographic shifts in the host environments of SNe Ia,
we would not expect that the proportion of reddening from dust

and from intrinsic variation would remain constant with redshift
as this approach assumes. However, the SALT/A06method does
seem to work quite well in practice.

2.2. Sensitivity to Assumptions about the Host Galaxy
Extinction Distribution: Extinction Priors

The best way to treat host galaxy extinction is a serious ques-
tion for this work and for the field of supernova cosmology. The
Bayesian approach we use is detailed in x 3.4. Here we describe
simulations that are designed to evaluate the effects of those
methods.
There have been four basic approaches to combining redden-

ing measurements with astrophysical knowledge to determine
the host galaxy extinction along the line of sight: (1) assume that
linear AV is the natural space for extinction and assume a flat
prior (Perlmutter et al. 1999; Knop et al. 2003); (2) use models of
the dust distribution in galaxies (Hatano et al. 1998; Commins
2004; Riello & Patat 2005) to model line-of-sight extinction
values (Riess et al. 1998, 2004; Tonry et al. 2003); (3) assume
that the distribution of host galaxy AV follows an exponential
form (Jha et al. 2007), based on observed distributions of AV in
nearby SNe Ia; and (4) self-calibrate within a set of low-z SNe Ia
to obtain a consistent color+AV relationship and assume that
relation for the full set (A06).
Approach 1 assumes the least prior knowledge about the

distribution of AV and produces a Gaussian probability distribu-
tion for the fitted luminosity distance. However, this approach
weakens the ability to separate intrinsic SN Ia color from AV ,
resulting in a fit parameterAV that is a mixture of the two. An AV

that is truly related to the dust extinction should never be neg-
ative. The probability prior with �1 < AV < þ1 is not the
natural range over which to assume a flat distribution; the phys-
ically reasonable prior on AV should be strictly positive.
One approach is to base the prior for absorption on the distri-

bution of dust in galaxies. Theoretical modeling of dust distri-
butions in galaxies, such as that of Hatano et al. (1998), Commins
(2004), and Riello & Patat (2005), provides a physically moti-
vated dust distribution. This method represents approach 2 above
and is the method we adopt here. In contrast, Jha et al. (2007)
empirically derived an exponentialAV distribution fromMLCS2k2
fits to nearby SNe Ia by assuming a particular color distribution
of SNe Ia. This distribution was derived using the empirical fact
that SNe Ia reach a common color about 40 days past maximum
light (Lira 1995). They found an exponential distribution of AV ,

p(AV ) / exp
�AV

�

� �
; ð1Þ

TABLE 1

MLCS2k2 Fit Parameter Quality Cuts

Fit Parameter Requirement

�2
� ............................................................... �2

� � 3

Degrees of freedom.................................... dof � 4

� ................................................................ �0:4 � � � 1:7

Time of maximum uncertainty .................. Tmaxerr � 2:0 rest-frame days

First observation with S/N > 5................. �+4 days

Last observation with S/N > 5 ................. �+9 days

Notes.—See Table 4 for the MLCS2k2 fit parameters used for the cosmo-
logical analysis presented in this paper. These selection criteria were derived
based on Monte Carlo simulations discussed in x 2.5. The number of degrees of
freedom is the number of light-curve points with S/N > 5 minus the four in-
dependent MLCS2k2 fit parameters: mV , �, AV , and Tmax.

TABLE 2

SALT Fit Parameter Quality Cuts

Fit Parameter Requirement

�2
� ............................................................... �2

� � 3

Degrees of freedom.................................... dof � 5

Stretch ........................................................ 0:5 � s < 1:4

Time of maximum uncertainty .................. Tmaxerr � 2:0 rest-frame days

Observations after B-band maximum........ >1

First observation with S/N > 5................. �+5 days

Notes.—See Table 5 for the SALT fit parameters used for the cosmological
analysis presented in this paper. These selection criteria were based on A06 with
additional sanity checks on the stretch parameter and uncertainty in the time of
maximum light. The number of degrees of freedom is the number of light-curve
points with S/N > 5minus the four independent SALTfit parameters:mB, stretch,
color, and Tmax.
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where � ¼ 0:46 mag. Unfortunately, the highest extinction
objects drive the tail of this exponential and significantly affect
the fit, resulting in a prior sensitive to sample selection, which
differs significantly in high-redshift searches compared to the
nearby objects studied by Jha et al. (2007).

A06 analyzed the results of the SALT SN Ia light-curve fitter
with approach 4 and have systematic sensitivities that are sim-
ilar to those of approach 1.

We use MLCS2k2 as our main analysis tool. We designate
approach 1 the ‘‘flatnegav’’ prior and approach 3 the ‘‘default’’
prior and discuss both of these further in x 3.4. Approach 2 is
based on a galactic line-of-sight (‘‘glos’’) prior on AV :

p̂ AVð Þ / A

�
exp

�AV

�

� �
þ 2Bffiffiffiffiffiffi

2�
p

�
exp

�A2
V

2�2

� �
; ð2Þ

where A ¼ 1, B ¼ 0:5, � ¼ 0:4, � ¼ 0:1, and p̂(AV ) � 0 for
AV < 0. This exponential plus one-sided narrow Gaussian glos
prior is based on the host galaxy dust models of Hatano et al.
(1998), Commins (2004), and Riello & Patat (2005). As described
below, we have modeled our selection effects with redshift to
adapt the glos prior into the ‘‘glosz’’ prior that is the basis for our
analysis. We feel that this approach leverages our best under-
standing of the effects of extinction and selection.

Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of the fit parameters
and overlay the prior distribution assumed for each of these ap-
proaches. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate that there is no signif-
icant residual correlation between distance modulus and the fit
parameters using the built-in MLCS2k2 width-luminosity re-
lationship or SALT using the � and 	 parameters from A06.
Figure 5 compares the fit distances and extinction /color pa-
rameters of the MLCS2k2 glosz and SALT fit results for the
ESSENCE, SNLS, and nearby samples. The distribution of

recovered� and AV match their imposed priors for MLCS2k2
glosz, while the stretch and color fit parameters from SALT
show a consistent distribution for the three different sets of
SNe Ia.

2.3. ESSENCE Selection Effects and the Motivation
for a Redshift-dependent Extinction Prior

We examined the effect of the survey selection function on
the expected demographics of the ESSENCE SNe Ia and ex-
plored the interplay between extinction, Malmquist bias, and
our observed light curves. To determine the impact of the se-
lection bias, we developed a Monte Carlo simulation of the
ESSENCE search. We created a range of supernova light curves
that match the properties of the nearby sample, added noise
based on statistics from actual ESSENCE photometry, and then
fitted the resulting light curves in the same manner that the real
events are analyzed. In this way we estimated the impact of subtle
biases, although this simulation cannot test for errors in our light-
curve model or population drift with redshift.

Based on its low-redshift training set, MLCS2k2 is able to
output a finely sampled light curve given a redshift (z), distance
modulus (�), light-curve shape parameter (�), host extinction
(AV ), host extinction law (RV ), date of rest-frame B-band max-
imum light (t0), Milky Way reddening [E(B� V )MW], and the
bandpasses of the observations. At a given redshift we calculated
a distance modulus, � true, from the luminosity distance for the
standard cosmology (�m ¼ 0:3, �� ¼ 0:7), and that distance
modulus plus an assumed MB ¼ �19:5 mag for SNe Ia set the
brightness for our simulated supernovae. Varying the assumed
cosmology does not significantly impact the simulation results
since we are comparing the input distance modulus with the
recovered distance modulus, �obs, which is independent of the
cosmology.

Fig. 1.—Distribution of theMLCS2k2 light-curve width parameter� and AV for the MLCS2k2 fits with the glosz prior to the nearby (dotted line), ESSENCE (solid
line), and SNLS (dashed line) SNe Ia considered in this paper. The glosz prior (dot-dashed line) is shown here for z ¼ 0, where it is equivalent to the glos prior. Note that
we are mixing two slightly different things in showing the prior with these estimated mean fit parameters. The prior, which directly relates to the mode, is not expected to
match the a posteriori mean distribution of the fit parameters. See Fig. 7 for the ESSENCE selection effect as a function of redshift. See Table 4 for the full set of
MLCS2k2 light-curve fit results for these SNe Ia. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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At each of a series of fixed redshifts, we created �1000
simulated light curves with parameters chosen from random
distributions. The light-curve width, �, was selected from the
Jha et al. (2007) distribution measured from the low-z sample.
The � distribution is approximately a Gaussian peaking at
� ¼ �0:15 with an extended tail out to� ¼ 1:5. The host ex-
tinction for each simulated event, AV , was selected from either
the Jha et al. (2007) distribution (default) estimated from the

local sample or from a ‘‘galaxy line-of-sight’’ estimation (glos).
The default distribution was an exponential decay with index
0.46 mag and set to zero for AV < 0:0 mag. The glos distribu-
tion is also set to zero for AV < 0:0mag and combines a narrow
Gaussian with an exponential tail for AV > 0:0mag (see eq. [2]).
The extinction law is assumed to be RV ¼ 3:1. The Milky Way
reddening [E(B� V )MW] distribution was constructed from the
Schlegel et al. (1998, hereafter SFD98) reddening maps that

Fig. 2.—Distribution of the SALT light-curve stretch and the SALTestimated color plus extinction (the ‘‘c’’ parameter of Guy et al. [2005]; sixth column of Table 5)
for the nearby (dotted line), ESSENCE (solid line), and SNLS (dashed line) SNe Ia considered in this paper. The priors for SALTare effectively flat for stretch and color,
and SALT quotes minimum �2 values instead of the estimated mean parameter values of MLCS2k2. See Table 5 for the full set of SALT light-curve fit results for these
SNe Ia. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 3.—Distance modulus (�) residuals with respect to a �CDM cosmology as a function of the MLCS2k2 glosz fit parameters: � and AV . See Table 4. [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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cover the ESSENCE fields. E(B� V )MW was measured for
10,000 random locations in each ESSENCE field, and the red-
dening was selected from the sum of the histograms (see Fig. 2).

The dates of observation for a simulated SN Ia were based on
the actual dates of ESSENCE 4 m observations. An ESSENCE
field was chosen at random from the list of monitored fields and
a date of maximum, t0, selected to fall randomly between the
Modified Julian Date (MJD) of the first and last observation of
an observing season. The simulated light curve was then inter-
polated for only those dates that ESSENCE took images. With
each ESSENCE field observation, we estimated the magnitude
in R and I that provided a 10 � photometric detection based on
the seeing and sky brightness. The S/N for each simulated light-
curve point was then scaled from the 10 � detection magnitude,
assuming that the noise was dominated by the sky background.

For each date of ESSENCE observation, we have a simulated
noiseless magnitude and an estimate of the S/N of the obser-
vation. To each simulated observation we added an appropriate
random value in flux space selected from a normal distribution
with a width corresponding to the predicted S/N.

MLCS2k2 was then used to fit the simulated light curves and
provide estimates of �,�, AV, and t0, assuming a fixed RV ¼ 3:1
in the same manner as used for the real light curves. MLCS2k2
required an initial guess of the date of maximum, an estimate
achieved by selecting from a normal distribution about the true
date with a 1 � width of 2 days. The SFD98 Milky Way red-
dening was also required in MLCS2k2 and was provided from
the true reddening after adding an uncertainty of 10%. Finally,
in the real ESSENCE data we discarded supernovae when the
MLCS2k2 reduced �2/dof indicated a very poor fit. We treated
the simulated light curves similarly and dropped events from
the sample if the reduced �2 exceeded 2.

2.3.1. Deriving an Extinction Prior from the Simulation Results

Simulated ESSENCE samples were created at a range of
redshifts out to z ¼ 0:70, and the light curves that passed the
detection criteria from the actual ESSENCE search were fitted

withMLCS2k2. The fitting was done with the default prior and
the glos prior (with corresponding AV distributions). The differ-
ence between the ‘‘true’’ (input) distance modulus and recovered
(fit) distance modulus, ��, was calculated for each event, and
the mean, median, and dispersion for the ensemble were calcu-
lated at each redshift. The median �� of the simulations was
within 0.03mag for z < 0:45, but at higher redshift the simulated
supernovae were estimated to be brighter than the input super-
novae by more than 0.2 mag. This bias results from the loss of
faint events ( large AV and large�) from the sample as the dis-
tance increases. In a sense, this is a classic Malmquist bias, but
here it is caused by an uninformed prior. These results are shown
in Figure 6.

The decreasing ability to observe large AV events as the red-
shift increases (see Fig. 7) makes it clear that using a single AV

prior for all redshifts is not correct. Because events with large
AV and large � are lost at high redshift due to the magnitude
limits of the search, we should adjust the prior as a function of
z to account for these predictable losses. Applying redshift-
dependent window functions to the basic glos prior provides a
much better prior as a function of redshift.

We fit the recovered AV distributions derived from the simula-
tions, which start with a uniform AV , to a window function based
on the error function (integral of a Gaussian), and two parameters
describe where that function drops to half its peak value (A1/2)
and the width of the transition (�A). The window functionW has
the form

W AV ; A1=2; �A

� �
¼ 1� 1ffiffiffi

�
p

Z (AV�A1=2)�A

�1
e�x 2

dx; ð3Þ

where A1/2 and �A are functions of z and estimated from the
simulations. A similar process was applied to the� distribution,
and Table 3 provides the parameters. We embody this prescrip-
tion in the glosz prior we use for our mainMLCS2k2 light-curve
fitting. The glosz prior is the glos prior modified by the above

Fig. 4.—Distance modulus (�) residuals with respect to a �CDM cosmology as a function of the SALT fit parameters: stretch and color. See Table 5. [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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window functions in AV and�. The simulations using the glosz
prior provide a median�� within 0.03 mag for all redshifts less
than 0.7, which we judge to be satisfactory performance. The
glosz prior corrects for selection biases that have a significant
impact on recovering the true distance moduli at faint magni-
tudes and high redshift. The need for the glosz prior underscores
the importance of understanding selection bias, dust extinction
priors, and light-curvewidth distributions in determining distances
at the few percent level in supernova surveys.

2.4. Comparison of MLCS2k2 and SALT Luminosity
Distance Fitters

The release of the source code to the SALT fitter (Guy et al.
2005) makes a modern SN Ia light-curve fitter fully accessible
and available to the community. This public release of SALT
allows us to compare the results of our MLCS2k2 distance fitter
(presented in Table 4) with the SALT fitter used in the SNLS
first-results paper (A06). We present the results of SALT fits to
our nearby and ESSENCE samples in Table 5. To compute the
distance moduli we quote in that table, we assume the � ¼ 1:52,
	 ¼ 1:57 values from A06.

To calibrate the additional dispersion to add to the distance
moduli of MLCS2k2 and SALT, we fitted a �CDM model to
the nearby sample alone and derived the additional �add to add
in quadrature to recover �2/dof of 1 for the nearby sample. This
�add is related to the intrinsic dispersion of the absolute lumi-
nosity of SNe Ia but is not precisely the same both because the
light-curve fitters include varying degrees of model uncertainty
and because the light curves of the SNe Ia are subject to pho-
tometric uncertainty. We find �add ¼ 0:10 mag for MLCS2k2
with the glosz prior and �add ¼ 0:13 mag for SALT. These val-
ues should be added to the �� uncertainties given in Tables 4
and 5. Figure 5 visually demonstrates that the relative luminosity
distances using the SALT light-curve fitter agree, within uncer-
tainties, with the MLCS2k2 distances when the latter are fitted
using the glosz AV prior.

2.5. Testing the Recovery of Cosmological Models Using
Simulations of the ESSENCE Data Set

In order to assess our ability to recover unbiased estimates of
the cosmological parameters and the accuracy of our uncertain-
ties, we have carried out a set of Monte Carlo simulations of our

Fig. 5.—Distance modulus and AV as a function of redshift for MLCS2k2 glosz minus the SALT distance modulus and 	 ; color (	 ¼ 1:57) for the ESSENCE,
SNLS, and nearby data sets. High z refers to SNe Ia with z � 0:15, low z to z < 0:15. The dot-dashed line shows the weighted average of the difference for each quantity,
while the dashed line shows the line of zero difference. While the luminosity distances are offset between the two fitters, this is mainly due to a slightly different
definition of theM parameter that defines the absolute luminosity of an SN Ia and the Hubble constant. The relative average difference between low redshift and high
redshift is �0.0023 mag. This agreement translates to a similar agreement in the cosmological parameters obtained with each approach (see Figs. 10 and 11). [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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data set. We generated 5000 instances of an SN Ia sample
designed to be statistically similar to the actual ESSENCE plus
nearby sample after application of the quality cuts in Table 1
(in terms of redshift distribution, peculiar velocities, distance
modulus errors, etc.) around a fiducial cosmology (flat: �M ¼
0:3, �� ¼ 0:7). We then fitted each of these samples to re-
cover (�M, w) in a flat universe in combination with the baryon

acoustic oscillation (BAO) constraint (Eisenstein et al. 2005).
To handle the latter, we shifted the results from this paper to
our fiducial cosmology and randomly varied its value around
that point using provided uncertainties. We then compared the
mean recovered cosmological parameters with the input values
and found that they are biased at less than the 1% level. Fur-
thermore, we find that the error estimates on the cosmological
parameters are slightly overconservative at about the 0.5%
level. Hence, our methodology is sufficiently accurate for our
requirements.

3. POTENTIAL SOURCES OF SYSTEMATIC ERROR

Here we identify and assess sources of systematic error that
could afflict our measurements. These can be divided into two
groups. Certain sources of systematic error may introduce per-
turbations either to individual photometric data points or to
the distances or redshifts estimated to the SNe Ia. Others affect
the data in a more or less random fashion and produce excess
scatter in the Hubble diagram. Errors that are uncorrelated with
either distance or redshift will not bias the cosmological result.
These sources of photometric error are detailed by Miknaitis
et al. (2007); we summarize those results here in Table 6. We
add these effects in quadrature to the statistical uncertainties
given by the luminosity distance fitting codes for each SN Ia
distance measurement: �phot scatter

� ¼ 0:026 mag.
In x 2 we discussed our testing of the MLCS2k2 fitter on sim-

ulated data sets that replicate the data quality of the ESSENCE
and nearby SNe Ia. We explore the issue of host galaxy extinc-
tion further in xx 3.3 and 3.4. The interaction of Malmquist bias
and selection effects with the extinction and color distribution of
SNe Ia is discussed in x 3.5.

Any noncosmological difference in measurements of nearby
and distant SNe Ia has the potential to perturb our measure-
ment of w. Table 7 lists potential systematic effects of this sort.
We present both our estimate of the sensitivity (dw/dx) of the
equation-of-state parameter to each potential systematic effect
and our best estimate of the potential size of the perturbation,
�x. The upper bound on the bias introduced in w is then�w ¼
(dw/dx)�x. Miknaitis et al. (2007) discuss the systematic uncer-
tainties on �, which we convert here to systematic uncertainties
on w, due to photometric errors from astrometric uncertainty on
faint objects (�w ¼ 0:005), potential biases from the difference
imaging (�w ¼ 0:001), and linearity of the MOSAIC II CCD
(�w ¼ 0:005). None of these contributed noticeably to the sys-
tematic uncertainty in our measurement of w. The rest of this
section describes how we appraised our additional potential
sources of systematic uncertainty.

The conclusion of this section is that our current overall
estimate for the 1 � equivalent systematic uncertainty in a

Fig. 6.—Median of the distance modulus error as a function of redshift for the
simulated data sets. The points show the median value of the difference between
the input � true and recovered �obs of about 1000 simulated supernovae at each
redshift. The lines indicate the rms spread of the recovered distance modulus.

TABLE 3

‘‘glosz’’ Window Function Parameters

z A1/ 2 �A �1/ 2 ��

0.35......................................... 1.35 2.2 0.93 2.4

0.40......................................... 1.05 2.5 0.75 2.4

0.45......................................... 0.88 2.6 0.60 2.6

0.50......................................... 0.67 2.8 0.43 2.6

0.55......................................... 0.48 3.5 0.29 2.7

0.60......................................... 0.33 4.0 0.17 2.8

0.65......................................... 0.20 5.0 0.05 3.0

0.70......................................... 0.10 6.0 �0.09 3.3

0.75......................................... 0.05 7.5 �0.25 3.3

Fig. 7.—Recovered distribution of visual extinctions for simulated super-
novae in the ESSENCE sample if the input distribution were uniform in AV out
to large extinctions. The curves are fitted to determine the parameters of the win-
dow function (see Table 3), which is then used to modify the glos prior as a func-
tion of redshift into the glosz prior. We estimate the SNLS selection function as
extending +0.2 in redshift deeper than the ESSENCE selection function.
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static equation-of-state parameter is �w ¼ 0:13 for our glosz
analysis.

3.1. Photometric Zero Points

Supernova cosmology fundamentally depends on the ability
to accurately measure fluxes of objects over a range in redshift.
Errors in photometric calibration translate to errors in cosmology
in two basic ways, as follows.

Nearby objects at redshifts <0.1 play a crucial role in estab-
lishing a comparison reference for cosmological measurements.
ESSENCE is inefficient at finding and observing low-redshift
objects with the same telescope and detector system, so we use
photometry of low-redshift SNe Ia in the literature from our
own work and that of others (for the full list see Jha et al.
2007). Using these external SNe Ia requires understanding the
photometric calibration of our high-redshift sample relative to
this low-redshift sample. Every supernova cosmology result to
date has made use of more or less the same low-redshift pho-
tometry, so any inaccuracies in the nearby sample are a source
of common systematic error for all SN Ia cosmology experi-
ments. Calibration of photometry at the �1% level required
to make precise inferences about the nature of dark energy is
notoriously difficult (Stubbs & Tonry 2006).

Photometric miscalibration can result in a second, more in-
sidious systematic error if there is an error in the relative flux
scaling between the broadband passbands. This offset would
distort the observed colors for the entire sample. Since these
colors are used to infer the extinction, even small color errors
result in significant biases in the measured distances. After all,

the inferred host galaxy extinction, AV , is related to the mea-
sured color excess, E(B� V ), by AV � 3:1E(B� V ) (for Milky
WayYlike dust). A color error in rest-frame B� V (observer-
frame R� I for ESSENCE) of 0.01 mag can result in 0.03 mag
error in extinction, an inaccuracy that would lead directly to a
3% error in the distance modulus, or a 1.5% error in the distance.
We currently estimate our color zero-point uncertainty to be
0.02 mag and our absolute zero-point (relative to the nearby
SNe Ia) uncertainty to be 0.02 mag. These respectively translate
to 0.04 and 0.02 shifts in w (see Table 7).
Miknaitis et al. (2007) describe the calibration program

we undertook to measure the transmission of the CTIO 4 m
MOSAIC II system with the R and I filters of the ESSENCE
survey. The calibration of the ESSENCE survey fields will
be further improved by an intensive calibration program we
have undertaken on the CTIO 4 m telescope. The improved
calibration of Stripe 82 of the SDSS Southern Survey by the
SDSS-II project, which overlaps 25% of our ESSENCE fields,
will provide an important cross-check for the spatial homoge-
neity of our photometric system. We aim to achieve 1% photo-
metric calibration of our CTIO 4 m MOSAIC II BVRI natural
system.
Here we use MLCS2k2 v004 with the Bohlin & Gilliland

(2004) values for the magnitudes of Vega, i.e., alpha_lyr_

stis_002.fitswith RVega ¼ 0:033mag. This value for RVega

comes from Bessell et al. (1998) but has been shifted down
by 0.004 mag as Bohlin & Gilliland (2004) suggest (from their
VVega ¼ 0:026mag compared toVVega ¼ 0:030mag fromBessell
et al. 1998).

TABLE 4

MLCS2k2 ‘‘glosz’’ Luminosity Distances of All SNe Ia

Name z �z
a

�

(mag)

��
b

(mag)

AV

(mag)

�AV

(mag) � ��

Tmax

(MJD)

�Tmax

(MJD) �2/dof dof

TBrst
(days)

Tlast
(days) Failed

b010.............. 0.5910 0.007 42.984 0.223 0.104 0.094 �0.166 0.182 52592.80 2.69 1.01 3 0.22 19.70 Y

b013.............. 0.4260 0.004 41.976 0.228 0.170 0.149 +0.034 0.141 52586.33 1.51 0.22 12 �2.21 35.64 N

b016.............. 0.3290 0.003 41.349 0.423 0.359 0.275 +0.190 0.384 52587.76 2.29 3.31 1 �0.56 16.76 Y

b020.............. 0.4250 0.003 41.766 0.384 0.202 0.204 +0.059 0.323 52599.88 0.90 . . . 0 �8.94 7.21 Y

d033.............. 0.5310 0.008 42.960 0.170 0.085 0.091 �0.322 0.109 52934.26 1.87 0.98 5 �2.12 23.41 N

Notes.—The relative luminosity distance moduli and extinctions as determined by MLCS2k2 of the full ESSENCE SNe Ia and nearby sample using the ‘‘glosz’’
prior (Hatano et al. 1998; Commins 2004; Riello & Patat 2005) described in x 2. SN Ia fits marked as ‘‘Failed’’ did not pass the MLCS2k2 quality cuts given in Table 1.
See Table 1 and x 2 for further discussion of the quality cuts applied here. Redshifts of SNe Ia come from SNID fits (Miknaitis et al. 2007; Blondin & Tonry 2007).

a We add a 400 km s�1 peculiar velocity dispersion in quadrature to these redshift uncertainties for our cosmological fits.
b An ‘‘intrinsic’’ dispersion of �� ¼ 0:10 mag has been added in quadrature to the values output by MLCS2k2 (Jha et al. 2006a) to fully account for the intrinsic

dispersion of SNe Ia.

TABLE 5

SALT Luminosity Distances of All SNe Ia

Name z �z
a

�

(mag)

��
b

(mag) Color �color Stretch �stretch

Tmax

(MJD)

�Tmax

(MJD) �2/dof dof Rise Tail Failed

b010................... 0.5910 0.007 43.524 0.274 �0.127 0.086 1.232 0.141 52589.42 4.98 0.99 15 0 19 Y

b013................... 0.4260 0.004 42.144 0.155 +0.077 0.039 1.012 0.050 52586.02 0.94 0.71 13 2 15 N

b016................... 0.3290 0.003 41.876 0.213 +0.246 0.102 1.121 0.002 52579.73 0.05 0.73 6 0 10 N

b020................... 0.4250 0.003 41.696 0.341 +0.068 0.176 0.840 0.111 52599.81 1.07 . . . 0 1 3 Y

d033................... 0.5310 0.008 43.271 0.188 �0.156 0.059 1.150 0.088 52932.50 1.70 1.74 17 2 19 N

Notes.—The relative luminosity distance moduli and colors as determined by SALT of the full SNLS, ESSENCE, and nearby SN Ia sample. SN Ia fits marked as
‘‘Failed’’ did not pass the SALT quality cuts given in Table 2. The SALT fitter quotes minimum �2 values for the light-curve fit parameters rather than estimated mean
estimated parameters. See Table 2 for the quality cuts applied here.

a We add a 400 km s�1 peculiar velocity dispersion in quadrature to these redshift uncertainties for our cosmological fits.
b An ‘‘intrinsic’’ dispersion of �� ¼ 0:13 mag has been added in quadrature to the values output by SALT (Guy et al. 2005) to fully account for the intrinsic

dispersion of SNe Ia.
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3.2. K-Corrections and Bandpass Uncertainty

Uncertainty in the transmission function, typically called the
bandpass, of the optical path of the telescope+detector is an im-
portant and potentially systematic effect. In this context, band-
pass refers to the wavelength-dependent throughput of the entire
optical path, including atmospheric transmission, mirror reflec-
tivity, filter function, and CCD response. Since an error in the
assumed bandpasses translates into a redshift-dependent error in
the supernova flux, it is important to account for possible errors
in the bandpass estimates.

The relative error due to bandpass miscalibration is small for
objects with similar spectra, such as SNe Ia. Bandpass shape
errors are largely accounted for by the filter zero-point cali-
bration, with residual errors corresponding to the difference
between the spectral energy distribution of the objects of in-
terest and those of the calibration sources. In the case of SN Ia
observations, any residual zero-point error is absorbed when
we marginalize over the ‘‘nuisance parameter,’’ M ¼ MB �
5 log10(H0)þ 25 (Kim et al. 2004). This relative comparison
results in a very small systematic error in the cosmological

parameters from a global calibration error across bandpasses.
Moreover, variations in atmospheric transmission are expected
to contribute only random uncertainty.

However, the bandpass uncertainty becomes important when
we compare SNe Ia at different redshifts for which the band-
pass samples different spectral regions. In order to compare
SNe Ia at multiple redshifts, we need to perform a K-correction
(Leibundgut 1990; Hamuy et al. 1993; Kim et al. 1996; Nugent
et al. 2002); that is, we assume a spectral distribution for the
supernova and convert the observed magnitude to what it would
have been had the supernova been at another redshift. This pro-
cess involves performing synthetic photometry of the assumed
spectral distribution over the assumed bandpass. We address the
issue of systematics arising from errors in the assumed spectral
distribution in x 3.6. Here we address systematics arising from
errors in our determination of the CTIO 4 m MOSAIC II R and
I bandpass functions. Systematic effects on supernova cosmol-
ogy that result from bandpass uncertainties are discussed more
thoroughly by Davis et al. (2006).

Calculating the effect of bandpass uncertainty is fairly dif-
ficult because of the arbitrary nature of the shape changes
that might affect the bandpass. However, we can make sev-
eral general calculations. As a first step, we take standard band-
passes and add white noise to represent a miscalibrated filter.
White noise contributes power on all scales, so this approach
adds small-scale discrepancies as well as large-scale warps
or shifts in the filter. By averaging over many such miscal-
ibrated filters, we can estimate the effect of filter miscali-
bration. Figure 16 of Davis et al. (2006) shows photometric
error as a function of noise amplitude. A noise amplitude of
0.02 produces a typical deviation of 2% from the nominal fil-
ter shape at any wavelength. Calibrating the bandpass to better
than 3% allows us to keep the K-correction error introduced
from a mismeasurement of our effective bandpass to less than
0.005 mag (0.5% in flux) and a systematic uncertainty of
�w ¼ 0:005.

TABLE 6

Sources of Increased � Dispersion

Source ��

Flat-fielding .................................................... 0.01

Focal plane PSF............................................. 0.02

Field-field zero point ..................................... 0.01

Image subtraction........................................... 0.01

Subtotal (quadrature sum) ............................. 0.026

Gravitational lensing...................................... 0.04

Total (quadrature sum)................................... 0.05

Note.—The photometric and astrophysical uncertainties
that add increased scatter, but no bias, to the measured SN Ia
distance moduli, �.

TABLE 7

Potential Sources of Systematic Error on the Measurement of w

Source dw/dx �x �w Notes

Photometric errors from astrometric uncertainties of faint objects................ 1/mag 0.005 mag 0.005

Bias in differential image photometry............................................................ 0.5/mag 0.002 mag 0.001

CCD linearity.................................................................................................. 1/mag 0.005 mag 0.005

Photometric zero-point differences in R, I ..................................................... 2/mag 0.02 mag 0.04

Zero-point offset between low and high z ..................................................... 1/mag 0.02 mag 0.02

K-corrections ................................................................................................... 0.5/mag 0.01 mag 0.005

Filter passband structure ................................................................................. 0/mag 0.001 mag 0

Galactic extinction .......................................................................................... 1/mag 0.01 mag 0.01

Host galaxy RV ............................................................................................... 0.02/RV 0.5 0.01 ‘‘glosz’’

Host galaxy extinction treatment.................................................................... 0.08 Prior choice 0.08 Different priors

Intrinsic color of SNe Ia................................................................................. 3/mag 0.02 mag 0.06 Interacts strongly with prior

Malmquist bias/selection effects ..................................................................... 0.7/mag 0.03 mag 0.02 ‘‘glosz’’

SN Ia evolution............................................................................................... 1/mag 0.02 mag 0.02

Hubble bubble................................................................................................. 3/
HeAective 0.02 0.06

Gravitational lensing....................................................................................... 1/
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
/mag 0.01 mag <0.001 Holz & Linder (2005)

Gray dust......................................................................................................... 1/mag 0.01 mag 0.01

Subtotal without extinction+color ................................................................. . . . . . . 0.082

Total ................................................................................................................ . . . . . . 0.13

Joint ESSENCE+SNLS comparison .............................................................. . . . . . . 0.02 Photometric system

Joint ESSENCE+SNLS total .......................................................................... . . . . . . 0.13

Notes.—The systematic error table for this first ESSENCE cosmological analysis. The issue of treatment of AV and color distribution is clearly the dominant
systematic effect and will need to be seriously addressed to reduce our systematic errors to our target of 5%.
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3.3. Extinction

The most significant cause of variation in the apparent lu-
minosity of SNe Ia is the extinction experienced by the light
from the SN Ia due to scattering and absorption by dust in the
host galaxy.

Dust introduces a wavelength-dependent diminution of a
supernova’s light. In the case ofMilkyWay dust, we correct for
its effects by using tabulated values as a function of Galactic
longitude and latitude measured by other means (see SFD98),
being sure in our MLCS2k2 fits to properly account for its
uncertainty and correlation across all observations. For dust in
the supernova’s host galaxy, we infer the extinction from the
reddening of each supernova’s light curve.

However, the slope of differential reddening, characterized in
the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction model by the parameter RV ,
may vary. The nominal value of RV for theMilkyWay is 3.1, but
different lines of sight within our Galaxy have values of RV that
vary from 2.1 to 5.1. Studies of RV in other galaxies have been
more limited because we lack sources of known color and lumi-
nosity with which to probe the dust.

Because we use the supernova rest-frame B� V color to de-
termine the reddening of each SN Ia, and the distance modulus
to a supernova is corrected by a value approximately 3 times the
inferred reddening, extinction correction magnifies any source
of systematic error in a supernova’s observed effective color. Sys-
tematic color errors can result from photometry errors, redshift-
dependent K-correction errors, and evolution in the colors of
supernovae.

Using the IR emission maps of the Galaxy from the all-sky
COBEDIRBE and IRAS ISSAmaps, SFD98 have estimated the
dust column density around the sky, which can then be trans-
lated to a color excess. This analysis has largely superseded the
work of Burstein & Heiles (1978), who used radio H imeasure-
ments and a relationship between gas and extinction to estimate
the color excess across the sky. Burstein (2003) has reanalyzed
the IR and H i measurements and finds that Milky Way extinc-
tions are more precisely derived using the IRmethod. However,
Burstein (2003) still finds a discrepant value for extinction at the
poles, with SFD98 providing extinctions that are E(B� V ) ¼
0:02 mag higher than what the H i measurements indicate.
Burstein (2003) suggests as a possible explanation for the dis-
crepancy that SFD98 may predict too large an extinction in areas
with high gas-to-dust ratios. Finkbeiner et al. (1999) precisely
estimated their sensitivities to these systematics and concluded
that they had controlled them to 0.01 mag. The ESSENCE pro-
gram targets fields at high Galactic latitude to minimize Galactic
extinction. Although nearby and distant SNe Ia are both affected
by the assumed Milky Way extinction, the nearby objects are
observed in B� V , whereas the z � 0:5 objects are observed
in R� I . An E(B� V ) ¼ 0:02 difference in extinction at the
pole leads to approximately a 0.02 mag difference in the relative
distances between z ¼ 0 and z ¼ 0:5 objects, assuming a Ga-
lactic reddening law, host galaxy corrections based on rest-frame
B� V color, and distances based on V. For this analysis, we use
the SFD98 extinction map values with an uncertainty of 16%
for each individual SN Ia but assume an additional 0.01 mag of
systematic uncertainty in our distance moduli to account for the
known source of extinction uncertainty at the pole.

In most supernova work we assume that the Galactic red-
dening law (Cardelli et al. 1989) applies to external galaxies
(RV ¼ 3:1), but studies of individual SNe Ia have found a range
of values extending to much smaller values of RV (Riess et al.
1996; Tripp 1998; Phillips et al. 1999; Krisciunas et al. 2000;

Wang et al. 2003; Altavilla et al. 2004; Reindl et al. 2005; Elias-
Rosa et al. 2005). These measurements are dominated by objects
with large extinction values, where a significant measurement
can be made of the extinction law (lessening the effects of in-
trinsic color scatter and systematic color variations with lu-
minosity), and it is possible that RV is correlated with total
extinction (Jha et al. 2007). In principle, with photometry in three
or more passbands, it is possible to fit for RV , but in practice, at
z > 0:2, there are only a few SNe Ia in the literature with the
requisite high-precision photometry extending from the rest-
frame UV to the near-IR. The systematic error on our measure-
ment ofDL caused by assuming a particular value of RV depends
on the average extinction as a function of redshift, assuming that
RV is constant with z, except for a small correction caused by the
rest-frame effective bandpass of our filters drifting away from
the low-z values, depending on the precise redshift of each ob-
ject. To quantify this effect, we fit our complete distance set with
three different values of RV : 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1.

3.4. Color and Extinction Distributions and Priors

To evaluate the systematic effects produced by various prior
assumptions about extinction, we have fitted the entire data set
with a variety of plausible priors: the ‘‘exponential’’ prior of Jha
et al. (2007), a flat prior from �1 to +1 (the flatnegav prior),
and an exponential prior with an added Gaussian around zero
that is based on models of the dust distribution in galaxies (glos
and the redshift-dependent glosz). These results are presented in
x 4 and form the basis for Table 8.
To separate the effects of color and extinction, Jha et al. (2007)

noted that the distribution of color excess in their nearby sample
was consistent with a Gaussian distribution of � ¼ 0:2 mag con-
volved with a one-sided exponential, exp (�AV /�), where � ¼
0:46 mag. As discussed in x 2.2, the glosz prior we adopt here
is derived from models of line-of-sight dust distributions in gal-
axies. It has more parameters than the simple exponential model
of Jha et al. (2007), but we believe that these additional param-
eters are well motivated.
The power of MLCS2k2 to distinguish between color and

extinction lies in the ability to treat the two phenomena inde-
pendently. A06 use SALT and make the assumption that the
color+extinction distribution is the same in the nearby and in
the high-redshift samples; the separation of the AV component
in the MLCS2k2 model allows us to model our expected dis-
tribution of AV based on both models of dust in galaxies and
selection effects of the ESSENCE survey. This separation allows

TABLE 8

Effect of Different Fixed RV on w for the Two Different

AV Priors Considered in Our MLCS2k2 Analysis

of the ESSENCE+Nearby Sample

AV Prior RV Value w w� wRV¼3:1 for Given Prior

glosz ................... 2.1 �0:986þ0:116
�0:114 +0.061

3.1 �1:047þ0:125
�0:124 . . .

4.1 �1:073þ0:121
�0:120 �0.026

glos..................... 2.1 �0:932þ0:116
�0:114 +0.025

3.1 �0:957þ0:127
�0:124 . . .

4.1 �1:039þ0:134
�0:131 �0.082

Exponential ........ 2.1 �0:855þ0:126
�0:122 +0.027

3.1 �0:882þ0:134
�0:130 . . .

4.1 �0:808þ0:147
�0:141 +0.074

Note.—Systematic effect of choosing different fixed RV values for the dif-
ferent AV priors discussed here for MLCS2k2.
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us to take the nominal glos model and create the glosz prior that
combines the distribution of dust in galaxies with the redshift-
dependent selection effects.

The difference in the mean estimated parameter for a constant
w is given in Table 8 for the different MLCS2k2 AV priors dis-
cussed above. For the main MLCS2k2 glosz analysis we pre-
sent here, we find a slope of�w/�RV ¼ 0:02 in the dependence
of w on the assumed value of RV . The effect on w of varying RV

is substantially greater for the less restrictive AV priors because
the covariance between AV and � is substantially greater for
these priors. A reasonable variation of 0.5 in the value for RV

contributes a systematic uncertainty of �w ¼ 0:01.
Differences in the inferred value of w for various assumed

absorption priors show that this is a significant systematic ef-
fect. The maximum difference between two priors, exponential
and glosz, for the nominal RV ¼ 3:1 case is�w ¼ 0:165.While
we have conducted careful simulations to determine the most
appropriate prior for our sample (see x 2.3) and it is clear that the
exponential prior is not appropriate for this analysis, we none-
theless take half of the difference between the two as represen-
tative of our systematic uncertainty, �prior

w ¼ 0:08, due to the
choice of prior. The residual 0.02 mag shift of the simulations
with the glosz prior shown in Figure 7 for z � 0:65 results in a
very small shift in �w of only 0.001.

Because we use a one-sided AV prior, we are sensitive to our
ability to determine the intrinsic color distribution of SNe Ia.
We estimate the contribution of our uncertainty in the intrin-
sic SN Ia color distribution to our systematic error budget at
�w ¼ 0:06.

We have not undertaken a similar analysis with the SALT
fitter, but the underlying assumption that the color-extinction-
luminosity relationship for SNe Ia is constant with redshift is
subject to uncertainties analogous to those considered here in
the context of the MLCS2k2 AV prior. The issue of color and
extinction distributions clearly needs to be addressed for sub-
stantial further progress to be made in the field of supernova
cosmology.

3.5. Malmquist Bias and Other Selection Effects

As with all magnitude-limited surveys, at the faint limits of
the survey we are more likely to observe objects drawn from the
bright end of the SN Ia luminosity distribution. This Malmquist
bias is particularly dangerous for inferences about cosmology
based on supernova observations. However, it is not necessarily
troubling that we may observe more luminous, broad events at
high redshift, as long as the known empirical luminosity-width
relation is valid at those redshifts. Rather, the concern for cos-
mological measurements is that at high redshift, we may pref-
erentially find SNe Ia that are bright for their light-curve shape.
A second and more subtle concern is that at higher redshifts we
are also less likely to detect SNe Ia whose light suffers signif-
icant absorption due to dust in their host galaxies.

We have modeled both of these effects (see xx 2.3 and 3.3)
and have controlled for their impact. Our current limits on sys-
tematics due to uncontrolled selection effects are �selection

w ¼
0:02. A thorough study of the efficiency of the ESSENCE sur-
vey will be presented by G. Pignata et al. (2007, in preparation).
We aim for this future work to allow us to reduce this contri-
bution to our systematic error to no more than 1%.

3.6. Type Ia Supernova Evolution

A persistent concern for any standard candle cosmology is
the possibility that the distant candles may differ slightly from

their low-redshift counterparts. In a recent paper (Blondin
et al. 2006) we compare the spectra of the high-redshift SNe Ia
in this sample with those of low-redshift SNe Ia and demon-
strate that there is no evidence for any systematic difference in
their properties. This conclusion is based on line profile mor-
phology and measurements of the phase evolution of the ve-
locity location of maximum absorption and peak emission.

These results confirm a number of other studies of distant
SNe Ia (e.g., Coil et al. 2000; Sullivan et al. 2003; Lidman
2004) that all suggest that, to the accuracy of current obser-
vations, the high- and low-redshift supernova populations are
indistinguishable. Recently, Hook et al. (2005) used spectral
dating, spectral time sequences, and measurements of expan-
sion velocities to compare distant and nearby SNe Ia; they
also find no evidence for evolution in SN Ia properties up to
z � 0:8.

Although we are confident that the subtypes of distant SNe Ia
are well represented by the subtypes seen nearby, we cannot rule
out a subtle shift in the population demographics that may yet
bias the estimates of cosmological parameters. This potential
bias is of particular concern for future experiments that plan to
measure the equation-of-state parameter, w, with an accuracy of
a few percent. There is now evidence that SN Ia properties are
correlated with host galaxy morphology. Hamuy et al. (1996)
and Riess et al. (1999) show that the most luminous SNe Ia occur
only in galaxies with ongoing star formation. Sullivan et al.
(2006b) use SNLS SNe Ia to confirm these findings for SNe Ia
at high redshift. They similarly find one population of generally
slower declining SNe Ia in galaxies with recent star formation
and another of generally faster declining SNe Ia in galaxies
with no ongoing star formation. However, no residual correlation
after light-curve shape correction is observed in any of these
studies.

This correlation between SN Ia light-curve width and galaxy
environment implies that improved understanding of host gal-
axies may be important for improving the use of SNe Ia as
standard candles. On the other hand, the confirmation of the
same correlations at high and low redshifts is a reassurance that
the fundamental mechanisms that generate SNe Ia remain the
same. Because the galactic demographics over the redshift
range of interest change less than current variations in the stellar
populations of low-redshift SN Ia host galaxies, we remain con-
fident that our one-parameter correction for supernova luminos-
ity adequately corrects any shift in the average luminosity of
SNe Ia to the same precision as in the nearby universe, �� <
0:02 mag. We thus estimate a systematic uncertainty from pos-
sible SN Ia evolution on our measurement of w of�w ¼ 0:02.

One way to verify this confidence is to search for additional
parameters that allow tighter luminosity groupings of the low-
redshift population. In a first, reassuring step, Hubble diagrams
for subsets of SNe Ia based on host galaxy type separately con-
firm the accelerating expansion of the universe (Sullivan et al.
2003).

3.7. Hubble Bubble and Local Large-Scale Structure

The local large-scale structure and associated correlated flows
of the universe should not yet present a significant contribu-
tion to the systematic error budget of the current survey (Hui &
Greene 2006; Cooray & Caldwell 2006). However, at the lowest
multipoles we are sensitive to local correlated flows, and at the
most extreme, our cosmological results would be sensitive to a
local velocity monopole or ‘‘Hubble bubble.’’ Jha et al. (2007)
see such an effect in their analysis of nearby SNe Ia. We use only
the subset of SNe Ia from Jha et al. (2007) with z > 0:015 and
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find that this effect could contribute as much as 0.065 to our
systematic error budget inw.Wewill rely on future sets of nearby
SNe Ia (0:01 < z < 0:05) that are now being acquired at the
CfA, by the Carnegie Supernova Program, by the Lick Obser-
vatory Supernova Search, and by the Nearby Supernova Factory
to reduce this uncertainty below 2% to help achieve the desired
systematic uncertainty required for the final ESSENCE analysis.

3.8. Gravitational Lensing

Gravitational lensing can increase or decrease the observed
flux from a distant object. The expected distribution is asym-
metric about the average flux multiplier of unity. Holz & Linder
(2005) calculate the effect for SN Ia surveys and determine that
any systematic effect from neglecting the asymmetry of the
probability distribution function for magnification (as we do
here) decreases quickly with the number of SNe Ia per effective
bin. Roughly speaking, at z � 0:5, in a redshift bin width of
�z � 0:1, 10 SNe Ia per bin are sufficient to reduce any sys-
tematic effect in luminosity distance to less than 0.3%, which
makes no noticeable contribution to our systematic error budget.
For the redshifts of interest in the ESSENCE survey, lensing has
a more significant effect in the scatter it adds to the observed
brightness of SNe Ia. Holz & Linder (2005) calculate a �eA ¼
0:04 mag quadrature increase in the dispersion in distance mod-
ulus at z � 0:5.

We quantitatively explored the possibility that our supernova
sample suffers from gravitational lensing by foreground struc-
tures, yielding a systematic lensing rms in excess of the amount
predicted by Holz & Linder (2005). To do this, we examined the
environment around the 43 of our SNe Ia that lie in the footprint
of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 3 (SDSS DR3;
Abazajian et al. 2005). We extracted all SDSS-classified stars
and galaxies within 100 of each of our supernovae.We restricted
our matches to those objects brighter than r ¼ 21 mag, where
star-galaxy discrimination is known to be effective, with quality
flags indicating that the object was measured as a ‘‘primary’’
object, and with data taken during a ‘‘good’’ observation. Next,
we derived the cross-correlation coefficient between each super-
nova’s residual from the Hubble diagram in a �CDM universe
and the number of stars or galaxies within an aperture of 100 ra-
dius, similar to the method of Ménard &Dalal (2005). An uncer-
tainty on each valuewas determined through bootstrap resampling.
We found a correlation coefficient of �0:031 � 0:136 for stars,
consistent with zero correlation as expected. Using galaxies, we
found a correlation coefficient of �0:074 � 0:144, also a null
result and an indication that our particular sample is not signif-
icantly impacted by gravitational lensing. We repeated the above
analysis using a smaller aperture of radius 20, where the lensing
signal is expected to be stronger but there are fewer neighbors
to yield the cross-correlation coefficients. The results of this
analysis are consistent with the null results from the 100 aperture
analysis. We therefore conclude that the systematic error from
lensing is negligible for this present sample and analysis.

We include the effect of lensing in our analysis by adding a
statistical dispersion of � lensing

� ¼ 0:04mag to our luminosity dis-
tance modulus uncertainty for the ESSENCE and SNLS SNe Ia.

3.9. Gray Dust

When the first cosmological results with SNe Ia were an-
nounced, that distant SNe Ia were dimmer than they would be in
a decelerating universe, Aguirre (1999a, 1999b) suggested var-
ious models for intergalactic gray dust that could explain this
dimming without producing observable reddening. To explain

SNe Ia becoming consistently dimmer with distance, this dust
would need to be distributed throughout intergalactic space
beginning at least at z ¼ 2 (Goobar et al. 2002). The most naive
model of such dust distribution and creation would predict that
SNe Ia should continue to get dimmer relative to a flat,�M ¼ 1
cosmology all the way up to at least a redshift of 2. The high-
redshift SN Ia work of Riess et al. (2004, 2007) demonstrated
that this continued dimming is not what is observed: the ap-
parent magnitudes of SNe Ia become first a little dimmer and
then a little brighter with redshift than they would in an empty
universe. This is exactly what we expect from an early phase of
deceleration followed by a recent phase of acceleration in a
mixed, dark matter/dark energy cosmology.
A more complicated model of dust was contrived by Goobar

et al. (2002). It involves the creation of intergalactic dust at just
the right rate to match the decrease in opacity due to expansion
of the universe. This carefully constructed model mimics the
signal of an accelerating universe and is difficult to distinguish
from a universe that is presently dominated by dark energy.
A related model was recently developed by Robaina & Cepa
(2007) that ties this form of replenishing gray dust to the star
formation rate. However, gray dust models generically lead to
different predictions for luminosity distance and angular diam-
eter distance measurements than accelerating universe models
(Kunz & Bassett 2004; Bassett & Kunz 2004). Future improved
constraints from angular diameter distance measurements as a
function of redshift will provide a valuable cross-check on the
luminosity distance measurements that currently give the great-
est direct kinematic evidence for dark energy. In general, replen-
ishing gray dust models do not have a strong underpinning in the
behavior of known dust and represent a form of fine-tuning. In
the larger context of converging cosmological evidence, this
particular scheme for matching the data seems less plausible
than a universe with dark energy.
Physical models of gray dust involve dust grains with a phys-

ical size significantly larger than the wavelength of light being
absorbed. While these sources will be gray absorbers for the
optical rest-frame and redshifted light in question, they will re-
emit this same energy as a blackbody at their characteristic tem-
perature. Even cold dust grains that are not visible in the optical
or IR will be visible in the far-infrared. The COBE measure-
ments with the FIRAS instrument (Mather et al. 1990, 1993)
would be sensitive to this radiation. Aguirre & Haiman (2000)
used the FIRAS measurements (Fixsen et al. 1996, 1998) to
place limits on intergalactic gray dust. Similar arguments ap-
ply to gray dust in our own Milky Way from the observed lack
of emission and structure seen in the FIRAS spectrum. It is
difficult to conceal sufficient gray dust to affect the SN Ia ob-
servations without creating a detectable signal in the FIRAS
maps.
Recent observational constraints from nonYSN Ia sources

have independently placed significant constraints on the amount
of intergalactic dust (Petric et al. 2006; Östman et al. 2006). In
particular, the observations of Petric et al. (2006) limit interga-
lactic dust to contributing no more than 1% to potential dimming
of light out to a redshift of 0.5, based on upper limits to X-ray
scattering by dust along the line of sight to a quasar at z ¼ 4:3.

4. COSMOLOGICAL RESULTS FROM THE ESSENCE
FOUR-YEAR DATA

The ESSENCE SNe Ia allow us to test the hypothesis of a
�CDMconcordancemodel and constrain flat, constant-wmodels
of the universe. We use our MLCS2k2 light-curve fitting tech-
nique to measure luminosity distances to nearby and ESSENCE
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SNe Ia (Table 4). We then fit cosmological models to constrain
the properties of the dark energy, and we compare the results we
obtain using MLCS2k2 with those obtained using the SALT
light-curve fitter (Guy et al. 2005). The SALT fitter was used to
fit the nearby light curves, our ESSENCE light curves, and the
SNLS light curves (see footnote 22). To verify that we were
making appropriate use of the fitter, we fitted the nearby and
SNLS light curves with SALT, taking the same � ¼ 1:52 and
	 ¼ 1:57 width and color parameters used by A06. We recov-
ered the w result of A06 to within 0.01 in best-fit constant w in
a model with a flat universe using the cosmology fitter that we
employ here.23

This cosmology fitter uses a grid-based approach and calculates
the relative likelihood at each grid coordinate in the multidimen-
sional parameter space. Estimates for individual cosmological
parameters are calculated by marginalizing the distribution over
all other fit parameters. The probability-weighted mean is taken
as the central quoted value, and the 1 � uncertainty limits are
computed by finding the 34.13% integrated probability to either
side of this central value. We have compiled our light curves
of nearby SNe Ia from the literature independently of the SNLS
analysis and used slightly different quality cuts, so it is quite
encouraging that we can replicate these results. Table 5 gives
the SALT fit parameters for the nearby, ESSENCE, and SNLS
SNe Ia discussed here.

4.1. ESSENCE SN Ia Sample

For the ESSENCE project we find that using photometric se-
lection criteria based on the color and rise time of the candidate
object, similar to those used by the SNLS (Howell et al. 2005;
Sullivan et al. 2006a), and in good weather and seeing con-
ditions, 80% of the candidates spectroscopically investigated
are SNe Ia. We use a deterministic analysis (Blondin & Tonry
2007), as described byMiknaitis et al. (2007), to determine final
types and redshifts for our SNe and to cull objects that are not
SNe Ia from our sample. All of the ESSENCE supernovae used
in this analysis were spectroscopically confirmed as SNe Ia.

During the interval 2002Y2005, the ESSENCE project dis-
covered and spectroscopically confirmed 113 SNe Ia. As dis-
cussed by Miknaitis et al. (2007), which gives details of these
SNe Ia including their celestial coordinates, only 4 of the
15 SNe Ia from 2002 have been fully analyzed, leaving us with
102 SNe Ia. Although we kept SN 1991TYlike SNe Ia such
as d083, d085, and d093, we rejected the peculiar SN Ia d100
(Matheson et al. 2005). Three SNe Ia were rejected from the
nearby+ESSENCE fits because they were at redshifts greater
than 0.67 (see below). After we applied the cuts in Tables 1 and
2, we were left with 57 and 60 SNe Ia for MLCS2k2 and SALT,
respectively.

With the MLCS2k2 fitter, the largest cut was the 32 SNe Ia
rejected because they had fewer than eight data points with
S/N > 5, no such points after +9 days, or no such points before
+4 days. Two of the 102 SNe Ia were located near edges of the
detector field of view that we later determined were photomet-
rically less reliable. Due to high �2/dof or related poor light-
curve goodness-of-fit values, we eliminated an additional six
SNe Ia. This left us with a total of 57 ESSENCE SNe Ia for our
main MLCS2k2 nearby+ESSENCE analysis. The SALT fitter
successfully fitted three more SNe Ia than MLCS2k2, but, in
general, our SALT quality cuts accepted the same SNe Ia as our
MLCS2k2 quality cuts. The requirements we imposed here on
the light curves were stringent cuts to ensure reliable fit pa-

rameters. We are currently engaged in an active program to
improve the sensitivity of SN Ia light-curve fitters, and we
anticipate recovering �50% of the SNe Ia rejected here in the
final ESSENCE analysis.

4.2. Nearby SN Ia Sample

The SN Ia cosmological measurement is fundamentally a
comparison of the luminosity distance versus redshift relation
at low redshift and high redshift. The ESSENCE SNe Ia alone
provide a homogeneous set of luminosity distance versus red-
shift measurements covering the redshift range 0:15 < z < 0:7.
We selected our nearby SNe Ia from the set compiled by Jha
et al. (2007). We applied the light-curve criteria from Tables 1 and
2 and also rejected known peculiar SNe Ia such as SN 2000cx
(Li et al. 2001) and SN 2002cx (Li et al. 2003; Jha et al. 2006a).
Our list of nearby SNe Ia has 41 SNe Ia in common with the
set used by A06. To minimize complications from loosely con-
strained local peculiar and coordinated flows, we only consid-
ered SNe Ia with CMB-frame redshifts of z > 0:015. Our final
sample consists of 45 nearby SNe Ia as listed in the fit parameter
tables (Tables 4 and 5). We used the rederived Landolt /Vega
calibration of A06 to determine the passbands for this set of
nearby SNe Ia. The light curves we used for these SNe Ia are
also included with the ESSENCE light curves available on our
Web site (see footnote 21).

4.3. External Constraints

To provide complementary cosmological constraints on our
SN Ia observations, we include external information from
BAOs (Eisenstein et al. 2005). The BAO constraints on (�M,w)
from Eisenstein et al. (2005) are the most complementary mea-
surement in the (�M, w)-plane to our SN Ia measurements, rely-
ing only on the observed redshift and angular size of the first
acoustic peak in the CMB and not on H0. In addition, because
the BAO constraints on �M are similar in precision (and value)
to those derived from large-scale structure (Percival et al. 2001,
2002), fromWMAP directly (Spergel et al. 2007), and from the
study of X-ray clusters (for a review see Voit 2005), we choose
to combine our results only with the BAO results.

We compare the specific model of a flat universe with either
w ¼ �1 or constantw of any value to our data. SNe Ia have very
little leverage on the global flatness of the universe because to
first order they measure the difference between �M and ��, and
flatness depends on the sum. Eisenstein et al. (2005) have con-
strained curvature to be within �K ¼ �0:01 of flat. The results
presented here (from the SNe Ia) on w are not significantly
affected by variation of�K by this amount because the effects of
curvature are not noticeable until looking back to much higher
redshift. However, nonflat models will significantly alter the
BAO results on (�M, w) and therefore our joint constraints as
well.

For our analysis of only the ESSENCE and nearby SNe Ia, we
have chosen to additionally limit our redshift range to z < 0:670
to avoid using the rest-frame U band. Since this removes just
three ESSENCE SNe Ia from our sample, the trade-off is worth-
while to minimize this source of uncertainty (see x 2). When we
include the SNLS or Riess et al. (2004) gold samples, we relax
this constraint to incorporate those higher redshift SNe Ia.

In Figures 8 and 9 we show Hubble diagrams of the nearby,
ESSENCE, and SNLS samples for the two different fitters we con-
sider in this paper. We overplot an empty universe (�M ; ��) ¼
(0; 0), a matter-only open universe (�M ; ��) ¼ (0:3; 0), and a
�CDM concordance cosmology (0.27, 0.73, �1). The residuals23 See http://qold.astro.utoronto.ca /conley/simple_cosfitter/.
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in luminosity distance are then shown with respect to the�CDM
model. MLCS2k2 appears to be more suited for the ESSENCE
data sample than SALT, although the latter benefits from its flux-
based fitting by being able to extract useful luminosity distances
from a few more SNe Ia. One SN Ia, d083, is a particular outlier
in both fitters at�0.5 mag brighter than expected in the best-fit
or�CDM cosmologies. Matheson et al. (2005) found the spec-
trum of this object to be like that of SN 1991T, which is the
prototype of overluminous SNe Ia. This SN Ia is likely an inter-
esting object worthy of further study and is potentially similar to
a similarly superluminous object, SN 2003fg, found in the SNLS
survey (Howell et al. 2006). However, given that our sample
comprises 60 objects, we certainly allow for the reasonable sta-
tistical possibility of a 3 � outlier such as d083 and thus retain it
in our sample.

In Figure 10 we show the 1, 2, and 3 � probability contours
for our measurement of w versus �M for ESSENCE+nearby
alone, the BAO constraints from Eisenstein et al. (2005), and
the combination of the SN Ia and BAO constraints.

Table 9 shows the cosmological parameters w and �M for
each of these sets for flat models of the universe with a constant
w, as well as the �2/dof for a concordance cosmology and the
one-dimensional (1D) marginalized values. We detail the cal-
culation of our systematic uncertainties in x 3, present a quan-
titative summary in Table 7, and arrive at a quadrature sum
total of �w ¼ 0:13. A �CDM model of the universe fits the
MLCS2k2-analyzed ESSENCE+nearby sample with a �2/dof
of 0.96 and a residual standard deviation of 0.20 mag. Thus,
while the estimated w parameter in the constant-w models is
w ¼ �1:05þ0:13

�0:12 (stat 1 �) � 0:13 (sys), a flat, w ¼ �1 model
of the universe is consistent with our data.

Our results from these 60 SNe Ia from the ESSENCE sur-
vey are consistent with the results of A06. It is reassuring that
two independent teams using different telescopes and studying
different regions of the sky find that SNe Ia at high redshift
exhibit the same luminosity distance versus redshift relation-
ship. These samples strengthen and extend the evidence from
SNe Ia for dark energy and, together with complementary con-
straints on �M, point toward simple �CDM models for our
universe.

4.4. Joint ESSENCE+SNLS Cosmological Constraints

A new opportunity presents itself with the release of the SNLS
light curves fromA06 and the light curves presented in this paper.
For the first time it is possible to do a proper, self-consistent joint
fit of two large, independent sets of distant SNe Ia.
When fitting the SNLS SNe Ia with MLCS2k2 and the glosz

prior, we shift the assumed AV and � prior selection window
functions by �z ¼ þ0:20 to represent the greater depth of the
SNLS survey. The proper way to derive this prior for SNLS
would be to model the SNLS survey efficiency and fit simu-
lated SNe Ia with MLCS2k2 as we presented in x 2.3 for the
ESSENCE survey. Similar concerns apply for possible selec-
tion effects in the heterogeneous nearby sample. Nevertheless,
we believe that our use of the glosz prior is appropriate for the
low-redshift sample (where it is just the glos prior) and the
simple extension in redshift to be a reasonable approach for
the SNLS sample. The additional systematic errors introduced
by this joint comparison center on the photometric calibration
of the distant sample relative to the nearby SNe Ia. We estimate
that uncertainty to be the same as the calibration uncertainty to
the nominal Vega systemused by each project:�zpt ¼ 0:02mag.
We have not modeled different offsets between the two data sets,

Fig. 8.—Relative luminosity distance modulus vs. redshift for the ESSENCE,
SNLS, and nearby SNe Ia for MLCS2k2 with the glosz AV prior. For compar-
ison, the overplotted solid line and residuals are for a �CDM (w; �M ; ��) ¼
(�1; 0:27; 0:73) universe. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color
version of this figure.]

Fig. 9.—Relative luminosity distance modulus vs. redshift for the ESSENCE,
SNLS, and nearby SNe Ia for SALT. For comparison, the overplotted solid line
and residuals are for a �CDM (w; �M ; ��) ¼ (�1; 0:27; 0:73) universe. [See
the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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but we merely express the uncertainty as an additional uncertainty
in our inferred cosmological parameters. This relative zero-point
uncertainty adds an additional �w ¼ 0:02 to our overall sys-
tematic uncertainty on w.

With our combined analysis, we start with the traditional
�M � �� contour plot that was the first clear evidence for dark
energy (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999).

Table 10 shows the cosmological parameters w0 and �M for
each of these sets for flat models of the universe with a constant
w, as well as the �2/dof for a concordance cosmology. A�CDM
model of the universe fits the SNLS+ESSENCE+nearby sam-
ple analyzed using MLCS2k2 glosz with a �2/dof of 0.90 from
162 SNe Ia and a residual standard deviation of 0.23 mag. A
joint analysis of the luminosity distances from the SALT fitter
results in a �2/dof of 2.76 from 178 SNe Ia and a residual
standard deviation of 0.28 mag. This surprisingly larger �2/dof

for the SALT fitter can be seen in the larger number of outliers as
visible in a comparison of Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 11 shows the joint MLCS2k2 and SALT results for
this joint sample. The estimated w parameter in the constant-
w models is w ¼ �1:07þ0:09

�0:09 (stat 1 �) � 0:13 (sys), and a flat,
w ¼ �1 model of the universe remains consistent with the
current generation of SN Ia data.

4.5. Joint ESSENCE+SNLS+Riess Gold Sample
Cosmological Constraints

In order to explore models with varying w, we now include
the gold sample from Riess et al. (2004) to extend our reach out
to z � 1:5. The high-quality intermediate-redshift samples of the
ESSENCE and SNLS surveys provide an excellent complement
to the high-redshift SNe Ia in this set. The heterogeneous nature
of the collection of SNe Ia in the gold sample makes it beyond the

Fig. 10.—The �M � w 1, 2, and 3 � contours from the ESSENCE+nearby sample for MLCS2k2 with the glosz AV prior and with the SALT fitter. The BAO con-
straints are from Eisenstein et al. (2005). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

TABLE 9

Cosmological Parameters from ESSENCE+Nearby and BAO Constraints

Flat, Constant-w (Marginalized 1D)

Sample Number of SNe Iaa
�CDMb

�2/dof �2/dof w0 �M

MLCS2k2: ‘‘glosz’’

All ESSENCE+nearby................ 102 0.96 0.96 �1:047þ0:125
�0:124 0:274þ0:032

�0:020

ESSENCE only........................... 57 0.88 0.91 . . . . . .

Nearby only ................................ 45 1.00 1.01 . . . . . .

SALT

All ESSENCE+nearby................ 106 2.62 2.66 �0:988þ0:110
�0:109 0:284þ0:031

�0:020

ESSENCE only........................... 60 4.64 4.72 . . . . . .
Nearby only ................................ 46 1.01 1.04 . . . . . .

Notes.—The ESSENCE cosmological results given here are for our favored MLCS2k2 ‘‘glosz’’ AV prior and the SALT fitter of
Guy et al. (2005). The dof for the �CDMmodel is the number of SNe Ia in each set minus the one fit parameter,M. The dof for the
best-fit model is the number of SNe Ia minus the three fit parameters (w, �M,M). For the subsets, the same cosmological fit is used
but M is allowed to float. The �2/dof for �CDM for the nearby set is 1 by construction. The appropriate additional �� to add in
quadrature to recover the full intrinsic dispersion of SNe Ia is determined by requiring �2/dof of the nearby set to be 1 for �CDM
with an assumed peculiar velocity of 400 km s�1. The value forw0 is marginalized over�M assuming a flat,�M þ �� ¼ 1 universe.
Note that the �2/dof values for the marginalized 1D values are higher than the �CDM model. This is possible because the mean
marginalized 1D values are not the points of lowest �2. This indicates that there is no reason to favor the marginalized 1D values over
the �CDM model.

a 0:015 < z.
b �CDM refers to a universe with (w; �M ; ��) ¼ (� 1; 0:27; 0:73).
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scope of this paper to produce definite estimates of the systematic
errors that result from including this additional set, but it is
tempting to add these SNe Ia and examine the new constraints on
cosmological parameters.

We used the 39 nearby SNe Ia in common between the nearby
SN Ia sample we discuss here and the gold sample to normalize
the luminosity distances between the two sets. To avoid double
counting of SNe Ia in this joint analysis, we then drop the nearby
SNe Ia from the gold sample and use only the nearby SNe Ia fitted
in this paper.

We first compute the �M � �� contours to update the case
for dark energy from SNe Ia. Figure 12 represents the most
stringent demonstration to date of the existence of dark energy.
Independent �2 hypothesis testing demonstrates that the SN Ia
data alone rule out at �4.5 � level each an empty universe,
an (�M ; ��) ¼ (0:3; 0) universe, or an (�M ; ��) ¼ (1; 0) uni-
verse. The joint constraints on constant-wmodels from this full
set are w ¼ �1:09þ0:09

�0:10. The highest redshift data do not no-
ticeably improve constraints for these models over the set of
intermediate-redshift SNe Ia from ESSENCE+SNLS.

It is for models with variable w that the high-redshift data
summarized by Riess et al. (2004) provide the most utility. We
here provide the global constraints on models characterized by
w ¼ w0 þ wa(1� a) (Chevallier & Polarski 2001; Linder 2003;
Albrecht et al. 2006). Using the BAO constraints on variable
w models would require integration from z ¼ 0:35 to z � 1089
and the corresponding assumption that w ¼ w0 þ wa(1� a) is
the proper parameterization over this stretch. If one is willing to
make this assumption, then BAO+CMB already places signif-
icant constraints on the allowed (w0,wa) parameter space. How-
ever, given that our multivariable parameterizations of w are
arbitrary models with no clear theoretical motivation, we in-
stead choose to regard w ¼ w0 þ wa(1� a) as a local expansion
valid out to a redshift of�2 but not necessarily to z � 1089. We
then explicitly assume �M ¼ 0:27 � 0:03. Figure 13 shows the
(w0,wa) contours for this combined analysis. Figure 14 represents
the region covered in relative distance modulus by the 68% confi-
dence region of the (w0, wa) fits in Figure 13. These constraints
represent the advances of our understanding of dark energy, but it
is clear that work remains to constrain models of variable w.

TABLE 10

Joint Cosmological Parameters from ESSENCE+SNLS+Nearby and BAO Constraints

Flat, Constant-w (Marginalized 1D)

Sample Number of SNe Iaa
�CDMb

�2/dof �2/dof w0 �M

MLCS2k2: ‘‘glosz’’

All ESSENCE+SNLS+nearby................ 162 0.90 0.91 �1:069þ0:091
�0:093 0:267þ0:028

�0:018

ESSENCE only....................................... 60 0.91 0.93 . . . . . .

SNLS only .............................................. 57 0.82 0.82 . . . . . .

Nearby only ............................................ 45 0.99 1.01 . . . . . .

SALT

All ESSENCE+SNLS+nearby................ 178 2.76 2.79 �0:958þ0:088
�0:090 0:288þ0:029

�0:019

ESSENCE only....................................... 64 4.77 4.78 . . . . . .

SNLS only .............................................. 68 2.07 2.12 . . . . . .

Nearby only ............................................ 46 0.99 1.02 . . . . . .

Notes.—See notes for Table 9. We include the full sample here without the redshift cut of the ESSENCE-only analysis to consistently
include all of the usable SNe Ia.

a z > 0:015.
b �CDM refers to a universe with (w; �M ; ��) ¼ (� 1; 0:27; 0:73).

Fig. 11.—The�M � w contours from the SNLS+ESSENCE+nearby sample forMLCS2k2with gloszAV prior and for the SALT fitter. The BAO constraints are from
Eisenstein et al. (2005). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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In a separate paper (Davis et al. 2007) we extend this analysis
to investigate what bounds the current SN Ia data, including the
updated gold sample of Riess et al. (2007), can place on a wider
range of nonstandard cosmological models, and using model
comparison statistics, we conclude that the flat cosmological
constant model is still preferred.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The ESSENCE survey has successfully discovered, con-
firmed, and followed 119 SNe Ia in our first 4 years of operation.

We presented results from an analysis of 60 of those SNe Ia
here, chosen so as to maximize insight while minimizing sus-
ceptibility to systematic errors. We have expended considerable
effort to make quantitative estimates of various sources of sys-
tematic uncertainty that may afflict the ESSENCE results; of
these, host galaxy extinction and a potential local velocity mono-
pole are currently the predominant concerns. We are working to

Fig. 12.—SN Ia (�M ,��) and (�M ,w) contours from combining theMLCS2k2 luminosity distances for the ESSENCE SNe Ia analyzed here with the nearby SNe Ia,
the SNLS SNe Ia, and the Riess gold sample. The diagonal line in the (�M , �� ) plot represents a flat universe, � total ¼ �M þ �� ¼ 1. From the SN Ia data alone, an
empty universe is ruled out at 4.5 �, an (�M ; ��) ¼ (0:3; 0) universe at 10 �, and an (�M ; ��) ¼ (1; 0) universe at >20 �. The best combination of data will come after a
complete analysis of the calibration and systematic errors of all the data sets. We offer this interim result to indicate the potential of combining low-z, ESSENCE, and
z > 1 SNe Ia. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 13.—Combined constraints on (w0, wa) using the MLCS2k2 luminosity
distances for the ESSENCE SNe Ia analyzed here in combination with the nearby
SNe Ia, the SNLS SNe Ia, and the Riess gold sample. Here we are considering a
two-parameter representation of the dark energy equation-of-state parameter,
w ¼ w0 þ wa(1� a). Instead of the BAO constraints, we have simply taken
�M ¼ 0:27 � 0:03. (See cautionary note from Fig. 12.) [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 14.—Hubble diagram of global SN Ia sample with 68% confidence re-
gion of the w ¼ w0 þ wa(1� a) models fitted in Fig. 13. [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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devise ways to better estimate extinction, using both spectro-
scopic and photometric observations. Ideally, we would use all
available information to arrive at an extinction prior customized
for each supernova (e.g., different priors for elliptical and spiral
host galaxies), rather than applying a single prior to the collec-
tion of all light curves.

The ESSENCE photometric calibration uncertainties will be
reduced by our intensive calibration campaign on the CTIO 4 m
telescope in conjunction with the improved calibration of the
SDSS southern stripe from the SDSS-II project (Frieman et al.
2004; Dilday et al. 2005). We hope to reduce our overall sys-
tematic uncertainty to the 5% level through this improved photo-
metric calibration and an improved external nearby SN Ia sample
fromKAIT, theNearby SupernovaFactory, CfA, SDSS-II, and the
Carnegie Supernova Program to reduce our systematic sensi-
tivity to a potential velocity monopole in the local SN Ia sample.

Combining our SN Ia observations with the BAO results of
Eisenstein et al. (2005), we find that a fit of a constant-w, flat
universe model to our data finds an estimated parameter value
ofw ¼ �1:05þ0:13

�0:12 (stat 1 �) � 0:13 (sys) with a�2/dof ¼ 0:96
using our full set analyzed with theMLCS2k2 fitter of Jha et al.
(2007). A w ¼ �1, flat universe model is consistent with our
data. A combined analysis of ESSENCE+SNLS+nearby results
in an estimated mean parameter of w ¼ �1:07þ0:09

�0:09 (stat 1 �) �
0:13 (sys). We have no reliable estimate of the systematic effects
involving the SALT fitter, but we take our general systematic
uncertainty of 0.13 as representative of the issues currently con-
fronting supernova cosmology.

The statistical increase from the SNe Ia from the entire six-
year ESSENCE data set plus improved photometric calibration of
our detector and photometric measurements will reduce our sta-
tistical uncertainty to 7% and, together with an improvement in
our systematic uncertainties to the level of 5%, allow us to surpass
our goal of a 10% measurement of a constant w in a flat universe.

Establishing the nature of dark energy is among the most press-
ing issues in the physical sciences today. The emerging impression
that the equation-of-state parameter is close to w ¼ �1 makes it
difficult to determine whether the underlying physics arises in the
particle physics sector or from the classical cosmological constant
of general relativity. Avalue of w ¼ �1 is perhaps the least infor-
mative possible outcome. In our view, this state of affairsmotivates
a vigorous effort to push the observational constraints to improve
our sensitivity to the value and derivative of w and strongly en-
courages searching for other indications of new physics, aswemay
well need another piece to solve the puzzle handed us by nature.
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